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Abstract. We present a novel Fourier-domain angle-resolved low-coherence interferometry (a /LCI) fiber probe
designed for in vivo clinical application in gastrointestinal endoscopy. The a/LCI technique measures the depth-
resolved angular scattering distribution to determine the size distribution and optical density of cell nuclei for
assessing the health of epithelial tissues. Clinical application is enabled by an endoscopic fiber-optic probe that
employs a 2.3-m-long coherent fiber bundle and is compatible with the standard 2.8-mm-diam biopsy channel
of a gastroscope. The probe allows for real-time data acquisition by collecting the scattering from multiple angles
in parallel, enabled by the Fourier domain approach. The performance of the probe is characterized through
measurement of critical parameters. The depth-resolved sizing capability of the system is demonstrated using
single- and double-layer microsphere phantoms with subwavelength sizing precision and accuracy achieved.
Initial results from a clinical feasibility test are also presented to show in vivo application in the human esophagus.
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1 Introduction
Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is a metaplastic transformation of the
epithelial lining of the lower esophagus and is considered a pre-
malignant condition associated with a markedly increased risk
of esophageal adenocarcinoma.1 Early detection of dysplasia in
BE patients requires long-term periodic surveillance by means
of standard white-light endoscopy with stepwise four quadrant
biopsies followed by histological analysis.2 This approach is the
current standard of care but is invasive and provides only limited
examination of tissues, with high likelihood of sampling error
due to the random nature of endoscopic biopsies.
Over the past decade, new optical techniques, such as flu-
orescence endoscopy3 and narrowband imaging,4, 5 have been
developed as adjuncts to the standard approach to enhance the
contrast of wide field imaging and improve visual identification
of dysplastic tissues. These approaches could help reduce the
number of biopsies yet are still invasive because tissue removal
is required.
In vivo optical biopsy, in contrast, allows for noninvasive as-
sessment of tissue health. A number of advanced techniques
have demonstrated potential as promising clinical tools in
assisting physicians with timely and accurate diagnosis.6–8
Light-scattering spectroscopy (LSS),9 for instance, obtains
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quantitative information of nuclear morphology by extracting
the singly backscattered light from epithelial layers of tissue
using modeling. LSS has been shown effective for in vivo iden-
tification of precancerous cells in a variety of epithelial tis-
sues using the population density and percentage of enlarged
cell nuclei as biomarkers;10–12 although, certain aspects of
the approach have recently been called into question.13 Elas-
tic scattering spectroscopy [(ESS), also known as diffuse re-
flectance spectroscopy], on the other hand, analyzes mainly
multiply scattered light, which is sensitive to bulk tissue scat-
tering properties as well as absorption by hemoglobin. ESS has
been applied to the detection of dysplastic lesions in the gas-
trointestinal (GI) tract.14, 15 Techniques based on Raman spec-
troscopy also show promise for diagnosis of dysplasia in BE
patients.16, 17 To enable in vivo application of these spectroscopic
techniques, numerous fiber-optic probes have been proposed
and developed.18
In addition to spectroscopic approaches, in vivo optical imag-
ing systems, such as confocal fluorescence endomicroscopy
(CFM) and optical coherence tomography (OCT), have re-
ceived considerable attention for GI applications, aiming to
provide real-time histology of tissues. CFM probes, based
on either a single scanning fiber19–21 or a fiber bundle,22–24
have both been implemented for high-resolution imaging in
the GI tract and are commercially available today. As an
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Fig. 1 Clinical Fourier-domain a/LCI system: (a) System configuration, (b) probe tip assembly showing sample illumination and scattering detection
with fiber bundle (in-plane tilt of optical window is for convenience of illustration), and (c) photograph of the fiber bundle and delivery PM fiber
with detection area highlighted.
another approach with greater depth range but less lateral res-
olution, a number of OCT systems are able to inspect large
tissue volumes in vivo and demonstrate diagnostic potential
as well.25–28
Angle-resolved low-coherence interferometry (a /LCI) offers
another means of optical biopsy, by combining the depth res-
olution of OCT with angular light-scattering measurements to
obtain depth-resolved morphological and optical properties of
cell nuclei.29 In a/LCI, light scattered by a sample at different
angles is mixed with a reference field to produce the depth-
resolved angular scattering distribution of the sample, which
is then subject to inverse light-scattering analysis based on Mie
theory30 or T-matrix.31 With the incorporation of a coherent fiber
bundle for parallel collection of light across a range of scattering
angles,32 this approach was used for ex vivo detection of nuclear
atypia in dysplastic BE.29,33
In this paper, we present the detailed design and validation
of a Fourier-domain a/LCI system with a miniature endoscopic
probe as a clinical device for in vivo evaluation of nuclear mor-
phology in BE tissues. The design and fabrication of the probe,
built with a 2.3-m fiber bundle to fit into the 2.8-mm acces-
sory channel of a gastroscope with a standard working length of
1.05 m, are described. Its optical performance is characterized
in detail. Results from phantom testing and a pilot in vivo testing
in BE patients are also presented.
2 Instrumentation and Probe Design
The Fourier-domain a/LCI system is based on a modified Mach–
Zehnder interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Light from
an 830-nm superluminescent diode (SLD, Superlum Diodes,
Moscow, Russia λFWHM=19 nm) is split by a 5:95 fiber split-
ter into reference and sample arms. In the sample arm, a po-
larization controller adjusts the polarization to maximize the
power transmission through an inline fiber polarizer (Chiral
Photonics, Inc., Pine Brook, NJ). The polarizer is necessary
because the angular scattering distribution depends critically on
incident polarization, which must be known to establish accu-
rate fitting models. In this system, p-polarized light is deliv-
ered to the sample by a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber. A
leached, coherent fiber bundle (Schott; length: 2.3 m; imaging
area: 1.1 mm diam; pixel count: 18,000) collects the scattering
signal and transfers it to the proximal end. The signal is then
mixed with the collimated reference field and detected by an
imaging spectrograph (SpectraPro 2150i, Acton Research Cor-
poration, Acton, MA) with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD
(PIXIS:100, Princeton Instruments; Trenton, NJ 100×1340
20 μm pixels). Pathlength is matched by moving collimator
L3. A 45-deg-angled mirror bends the light path to minimize
system footprint. It is worth noting that although the delivery
fiber is PM, the fiber bundle does alter the polarization of the col-
lected scattering in transmission. The total intensity, however,
is not changed and still follows the Mie model at the proximal
end of the fiber bundle, where we found that the output polar-
ization state tends to be approximately randomized. To collect
all the energy, we place the matching fiber in the reference arm
such that its output polarization is also randomized to maximize
the collection efficiency of the sample signal. This renders the
signal detection polarization insensitive.
Figure 1(b) shows the tip assembly of the endoscopic
probe. The PM fiber and the fiber bundle are positioned in
the focal plane of a miniature drum lens (diameter: 1.5 mm;
length: 2.5 mm). The sample is illuminated by the collimated
beam, and the angular scattering is converted by the lens
to a spatial distribution at the bundle endface. A lens tube
holds these components together using medical-grade UV ad-
hesive. To keep the internal optics from contamination, we
cover the tip with a protective cap that consists of a short
Teflon R© (PTFE) tube, an optical window made from No. 1
coverglass, and a back-side retaining ring. To avoid specular re-
flection, the window is tilted 8 deg out of the incident plane. The
inner surface of the Teflon tube is treated with a sodium-based
etchant prior to assembly to maximize the bonding strength. In
addition, the retaining ring further secures the optical window
and enhances the tip’s structural rigidity to withstand greater
mechanical stress. The outer surface of the Teflon tube is left
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Fig. 2 Photographs of the clinical a/LCI system: (a) Enclosed system on the cart with the extension tray installed and (b) system components
visible with top cover removed: SP-spectrometer; CCD-camera; SLD-light source; M-45-deg mirror; L3–reference arm collimator; S–shutter; BS-
beamsplitter; L1&L2-4f system (f1 = 40 mm; f2 = 60 mm); SR-bundle strain relief; MF-matching fiber; FS-fiber splitter; PC-polarization controller.
(c) Close-up of the probe tip compared to a U.S. dime.
untreated to maintain its low friction coefficient for ease of
passage through the accessory channel of the gastroscope. The
rest of the probe is sheathed by a polyetheretherketone (PEEK)
tubing (o.d.: 2.3 mm), a material with balanced flexibility and
mechanical strength.
The detectable scattering signal collected by the probe is
limited to a narrow vertical strip by the entrance slit of the
imaging spectrograph, as shown in Fig. 1(c). This image also
shows that proper ambient illumination allows for visualization
of the stress rods in the PM fiber, which is used for polarization
alignment during fabrication.
The finished system, shown in Fig. 2, is built on a 24×18 in.
aluminum breadboard and carried on a 27×18 in. stainless steel
utility cart with four swivel wheels for maneuverability in the
procedure room. During operation, the probe is placed on a
detachable extension tray. The system footprint is minimized by
a three-shelf rack, which houses most fiber-optic components.
3 System and Probe Characterization
Clinical measurement requires detailed characterization of the
system. In this section, we evaluate the performance of this
a/LCI endoscopic probe and investigate the optical properties
of the fiber bundle and their implications in interferometric
measurement.
3.1 Signal Processing
The intensity detected at the n,th row of the CCD represents
the spectrum of sample signal scattered at angle θn , and can be
written as
I (λ, θn) = Ir (λ, θn) + Is(λ, θn)
+2ηn
√
Ir (λ, θn)Is(λ, θn) cos[ϕsr(λ, θn)], (1)
where Is(λ, θn) and Ir(λ, θn) are the sample and reference field
intensities at angle θn , respectively; ϕsr is the phase differ-
ence between them; ηn is a system efficiency factor that is a
combination of the interference efficiency and the coupling
efficiency of the fiber probe, drum lens, and 4f imaging sys-
tem; and λ is the wavelength.
The signal processing begins with the subtraction of Ir(λ, θn)
and Is(λ, θn), which are recorded separately using two computer-
controlled mechanical shutters in the reference and sample arms.
Because Ir(λ, θn ) is relatively stable, it is saved only once at the
beginning of each data acquisition session. Is(λ, θn ), however,
is measured immediately prior to every acquisition of the com-
bined field to minimize field fluctuation in the subtraction. The
highest acquisition rate of the system is 2.5 Hz, limited by the
shutter speed, which can be improved by the use of fiber-optic
switches.
After subtraction, the interferometric term is resampled into
wavenumber domain, Fourier transformed, and normalized to
yield a depth-resolved angular intensity distribution,32 which is
subsequently analyzed at each depth using Mie theory model
for size determination.
3.2 Angular Range
We first measure the probe’s angular range, an important pa-
rameter for accurate analysis of light-scattering data. Using a
rotating mirror as shown in Fig. 3(a), the scattering angle θ
is found to be linearly dependent on the CCD pixel position
N. The collimated illumination beam is reflected by the mirror
and focused onto the fiber bundle while the mirror rotates. For
convenience, we define θ as the compliment of the convention-
ally defined scattering angle (i.e., θ = 0 deg for backscattering
instead of 180 deg).
Figure 3(a) shows superposed images of multiple focused
spots that are observed as the mirror rotates in steps of
0.035 rad (2 deg) for a range of 0.56 rad (32 deg). The po-
sition of the focused spot relative to the optical axis h, which
has a linear dependence on N, is related to θ by
tan(θaxis − θ ) = h
f
⇒ θ ≈ θaxis − h
f
= θ0 + α(N − Nlow), N ∈ [Nlow, Nhi], (2)
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α = 0.007 rad/row
R2 = 0.9998
Fig. 3 Rotating mirror experiment: (a) Superposed images of fiber bundle and focused spots; (inset) schematics of the experiment: PMF-polarization
maintaining fiber; FB-fiber bundle; M-mirror. (b) Position of the focused spots versus mirror angle.
where θ axis corresponds to the angle of backscattering along
the optical axis, f is the focal length of the drum lens, α is
the angular step per CCD row or angular resolution, θ0 is the
lowest angle that can be received by the bundle, and [Nlow Nhi]
is the pixel range of the bundle on the CCD. The ± 0.28 rad
(16 deg) range collected by the probe resides within the
small angle approximation, which enables a good linear
approximation of tan(θ ) = θ and, hence, the linear dependence
on N. Figure 3(b) plots the center position of the spots versus
angle, confirming the linearity with an angular resolution of
0.007 rad/row. θ0 can be calculated as δ/f by analyzing
Fig. 1(c), where δ is the distance from the PM fiber core to the
upper edge of the bundle. The full angular range of the bundle
is found to be 0.08–0.67 rad. For signal processing, we use a
reduced range of 0.1–0.55 rad to remove edge effects and weak
signals at the higher end of the range.
We note that, because the mirror experiment is carried out
in air, these angles differ from those in other samples, such as
tissue and phantoms, due to Snell’s law by a factor of 1/n with
n being the sample’s refractive index. In our fitting models, the
angles are always scaled to the equivalents in air.
3.3 Depth Range
The achieved probing depth is a critical parameter for the
clinical a/LCI probe. It is not only dependent on signal falloff,
but more importantly related to its angular range. We examine
the impact of sample depth on angular range and scatter-
ing intensity by repeating the mirror experiment at various
offsets (depths) between the mirror and the optical window.
Figure 4(a) shows the change of spot position for four angles as
the mirror is progressively moved from 150 to 750 μm beyond
the optical window. The spot position remains nearly the same
with a standard deviation of 0.6 pixel (0.004 rad), or 0.7% full
scale. We therefore conclude that the angular range remains
constant over this range of depth.
In Fig. 4(b), we also plot the signal intensity trend throughout
the depth. At each angle, the intensity falls off as a function
of depth due to beam divergence and lens aberration, which
reduce back-coupling efficiency. Also, light intensity at higher
angles experiences a faster decline as a consequence of the
oblique incidence, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). For scattering
location 1, the high angle reflection is well received. At a deeper
location 2, however, the reflection at the same angle is shifted









































Physical depth in air (μm)
Fig. 4 The impact of sample depth on detected signal: (a) Angular range remains constant throughout the examined depth range for both high and
low angles and (b) sample intensity declines with depth faster at high angles due to limited lens collection aperture.
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Fig. 5 FWHM of a mirror reflection before (580 μm) and after (26 μm)
dispersion compensation.
downward due to the oblique incident and therefore becomes
uncollectable by the lens. Scattering from these deep sites is
still detectable but with a reduced angular range. The depth
dependence of the maximum detectable angular range, θmax,
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where r and R are the radii of the fiber bundle and the lens,
respectively, δ is the distance between the fiber core and the
upper edge of the bundle, f is the lens focal length, d0 is the
distance from the front of the sample to the lens center, d is
the depth of the scattering object, and n is the sample’s refractive
index. Equation (3) indicates that below a threshold depth,
full-angle detection can be achieved. For our probe, Fig. 4(b)
shows that signals with full angular range and intensity are
efficiently collected from within 350 μm of mirror offset.
Again we note that, owing to the Snell’s law description of the
refraction at the sample surface, the sample site 1 at a physical
depth of D produces an angular distribution comparable to a
mirror measurement at depth D/ n (site 1′) in air with n being the
sample’s refractive index. Hence, the range of angles received
in the mirror experiment at a depth of 350 μm translates to
the same range of angles that would be received at a depth of
470 μm in tissue (n = 1.35), enough to detect the full thickness
of the epithelial layer of tissue (200–300 μm).
3.4 Dispersion Compensation
The fiber bundle has some unique optical properties that are
important to its application in LCI and will be discussed in this
and the following subsections. In this a/LCI system, dispersion
is introduced by the variety of fibers involved, in particular,
the fiber bundle. Various dispersion compensation techniques
have been developed in the past, based on either hardware or
numerical correction.34–36 We employ the latter approach with
a second-order dispersion compensation. Let X (k, θ ) denote
the cross-correlation term in Eq. (1) in wavenumber domain.
Dispersion compensation is performed as HT[X (k, θ )]e j(ak
2+bk),
where HT( · ) is Hilbert transform and a and b are the second-
and first-order compensation parameters.
Figure 5 shows a mirror signal with a depth resolution of
26 μm in air after compensation. Compared to the theoretical
value, 2 ln 2λ2/(πλ) ≈ 16 μm, the discrepancy may come
primarily from the high-order (≥3rd) dispersion of the fiber
bundle with a possible minor contribution from aberrations in
the drum lens. We note that further improvements in dispersion
compensation are not crutial for the current a /LCI study for the
following reasons: (i) quadratic compensation is able to correct
most dispersion; (ii) dispersion is not the only factor governing
depth resolution for a fiber-bundle-based probe, as discussed
later; and (iii) with a /LCI, we intend to measure average nu-
cleus size for a population of cells and, therefore, an adequately
large volume or depth is preferred. In this study, it is sufficient
to use the same quadratic compensation for all fiber bundle
pixels.
Figure 6 shows dispersion compensation results with the un-
processed depth-resolved angular scattering of a cover slip posi-
tioned in front of the probe tip [Fig. 6(a)] and the restored image
after dispersion compensation where multiple surfaces can be
identified [Fig. 6(b)]. The first surface seen is the sample-side
surface of the lens, which strongly reflects the light to high angles
due to the lack of an antireflection (AR) coating. If necessary,
it could be reduced by the use of a properly AR-coated lens.
The second surface is the inner surface of the optical window,
which is almost invisible because the preassembling cleaning
minimizes its scattering. Its signal is hence dominated by the ad-
jacent lens surface. The other three visible surfaces—the outer
surface of the optical window, the front and back surfaces of
the sample coverslip—are intentionally made visible by slight
finger touches to enhance scattering. The measured thicknesses
of the two cover slips are consistent with the calculated value of
150×1.5 = 225 μm.
The surfaces in Fig. 6(b) exhibit a curved field. The center of
the fiber bundle appear ∼ 250 μm (optical pathlength) deeper
than the edges. A possible cause of this variation is a refractive
index gradient in the bundle arising during the manufacturing
process. Another possibility could be the variation of the physi-
cal length of the individual fibers.
Nonetheless, the field curvature can be flattened by numeri-
cally shifting each horizontal line. The operation is implemented
together with the dispersion-compensation process by adding
an extra angle-dependent phase term, e− j L(θ )k , with L(θ ) be-
ing the relative optical depth offset at angle θ . It results in
HT[X (k, θ )]e j[ak
2+bk−L(θ )], the Fourier transform of which is
then shifted by L(θ ) to remove the curvature. To determine L(θ ),
solutions of small microspheres (e.g., 260 nm) are used to gen-
erate nearly uniform scattering across the entire angular range,
which makes the interface of the sample clearly visible. L(θ )
can then be determined by calculating the correlation between
the sample fields at θ0 and θ and is plotted in Fig. 6(b), with the
corrected field shown in Fig. 6(c).
The accuracy of the field curvature correction could be an-
other factor affecting the depth resolution achieved with this
probe if the correction is not carried out carefully. Figure 6(c)
shows that, after the correction, the depth variation of each sur-
face is insignificant compared to the peak width, indicating the
correction is sufficiently accurate such as there is no influence
on depth resolution.
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Fig. 6 Depth-resolved angular scattering from a cover slip: (a) Before and (b) after dispersion compensation, (c) field flattening by introducing extra
phase shift to each angular channel.
3.5 Interpixel Averaging
In the spectrograph, each CCD pixel can receive signals from
multiple fiber pixels. If the multiple fibers differ in path length,
then this effect would influence the achieved depth resolution.
In our system, the bundle has ∼160 fiber pixels across its diam-
eter, which are imaged onto 85 CCD rows. Therefore, each row,
on average, represents the summed interference signal from two
adjacent fiber pixels. Figure 7 shows a dispersion-compensated
mirror signal from a single row. Two peaks are evident with a
separation of ∼22 μm, causing an effective broadening of the
apparent peak width. For applications requiring higher depth
resolution, this effect can be avoided by increasing the magni-
fication of the 4f imaging system to reduce the number of fiber
pixels received per CCD row. The trade-off is that a higher num-
ber of CCD pixels is required to acquire scattering data from the
full angular range.
3.6 Intermodal Interference
Another property worth discussing is the multimode operation
of the fiber bundle due to its large numerical aperture. We note






















Fig. 7 Dispersion compensated mirror signal from a single CCD row
showing signals from two neighboring fiber pixels. The 22 μm peak-to-
peak separation indicates the path length difference between the two
pixels.
multimode fiber and hence can be path-length resolved by the
LCI detection scheme. When the reference field is matched to
the fundamental mode (i.e., the lowest-order mode in an optical
fiber or the only mode allowed in a single-mode fiber), higher-
order modes are offset by several millimeters, which is beyond
the probing range of the system.32,37 In addition to path-length
concerns, the energy distribution among the modes plays an im-
portant part in suppressing intermodal crosstalk. As indicated
in Fig. 1(b), sample scattering is focused into the fibers with
nearly normal incidence, which allows most energy to be cou-
pled into the fundamental mode. Indeed, no high-order signal
is experimentally observable within a 20-mm range around the
matching position of the reference arm. This result confirms (i)
the LCI system detects the fundamental mode traveling through
the fibers in the bundle, and (ii) minimal energy has been coupled
into higher-order modes. Hence, for the current a /LCI system,
intermodal interference is not found to be a critical issue.
3.7 Pathlength Stability
Another relevant property of the fiber probe is the stability of the
path length due to various factors, such as bending and ambient
temperature. In general, the path length of a fiber can be changed
when subjected to strain or temperature variation. In laboratory
experiments, we randomly place and bend the probe under nor-
mal operation conditions and record no observable change of its
path length. This result can be attributed to the strain relief con-
nector used to isolate the fiber bundle from bend-induced strain,
shown in Fig. 2(b). The PEEK sheathing sustains the strain while
the fiber bundle is free to move inside. The probe sheathing is
also responsible for the insensitivity to room-temperature varia-
tion. Indeed, experiments that immersed the gastroscope with the
probe in its accessory channel in a warm bath (37◦C), showed
no observed changes in path length. In clinical testing, small
pathlength variations of up to 100 μm are observed, possibly
due to mechanical and temperature influences. These variations
are small and can be automatically corrected for using the lens
reflection as a marker.
To summarize the probe characterization, we have discussed
the optical properties of the bundle and the factors that af-
fect the depth resolution of the system. Methods for further
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Fig. 8 Single-size microsphere phantom test: (a) Depth-resolved angular scattering distribution of 7 μm microspheres, (b) Mie theory fit of angular
distribution, (c) depth dependence of sizing results, and (d) a /LCI sizing results of microspheres with NIST sizes.
improvements, if necessary, were also suggested. In our current
system, rather than characterizing these factors individually, we
determine the effective depth resolution from the measured scat-
tering intensity. In Section 5, we show that the effective depth
resolution for this system is 26 μm in tissue, which is sufficient
for our purpose of measuring the average nucleus size in the
epithelial layer.
4 Phantom Study
The performance of the a /LCI fiber probe is evaluated with
measurements of both single- and double-layer polystyrene mi-
crosphere phantoms. The microspheres (Duke Scientific; Palo
Alto, CA n = 1.59) are suspended in a density-matching mixture
of 80% water and 20% glycerol (n = 1.36) to produce a phantom
with a mean-free-scattering path of 500 μm.
4.1 Single-Size Phantom
Phantom testing using single-sized microspheres is a stan-
dard procedure to assess the performance of a/LCI systems.32
Figure 8(a) shows a typical depth-resolved angular scattering
distribution measured by immersing the probe tip into a solution
of 7 μm (mean diameter: 6.982 ± 0.055 μm, NIST traceable)
microspheres. By fitting the angular oscillations within the first
50 μm of the sample to Mie theory as shown in Fig. 8(b), the
scatterer size is determined to be 6.96 ± 0.20 μm. The depth-














Fig. 9 Double-layer phantom testing: (a) Angular scattering distribution of 6- and 10-μm microspheres, (b) Fitting results of 6-μm microsphere using
Mie theory, and (c) 10-μm microsphere results.
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sample are also shown in Fig. 8(c), demonstrating that subwave-
length sizing accuracy is obtained across this range of depths.
Figure 8(d) shows that the a/LCI sizing results are in good agree-
ment with NIST traceable sizes for 6.98-, 7.98-, 10.00-, 12.01-,
and 15.02-μm microspheres.
4.2 Double-Layer Phantom
A double-layer phantom was also prepared to demonstrate
depth-resolved analysis of differently sized scatterers. The phan-
tom consists of a chamber sandwiched by a coverslip and a mi-
croscope slide. When the microsphere-filled chamber is brought
to the proximity of the probe tip, the space inbetween is filled
with a second microsphere solution. Figure 9(a) shows the scat-
tering distribution of a 100-μm-thick, 6-μm microsphere layer
(mean diameter: 5.990 ± 0.045 μm, NIST traceable) followed
by a 150 μm-thick 10-μm microsphere layer (mean diameter:
10.00 ± 0.05 μm, NIST traceable).
The average angular distribution within a 50-μm layer in
the middle of each sample is fit to Mie theory, and the diam-
eters of these two samples are determined to be 6.32 ± 0.20
and 9.84 ± 0.70 μm, respectively. These results are in excellent
agreement with the sample specification and demonstrate the
a/LCI’s ability to achieve good fitting with multilayer samples
up to 700 μm of optical depth (∼500 μm of physical depth).
5 Human In Vivo Feasibility Measurement
The length (2.3 m) and diameter (2.3 mm) of the probe allows it
to be deployed through the 2.8-mm accessory channel of a stan-
dard gastroscope for in vivo clinical evaluation of the device and
the a/LCI technique. In addition, the minimized system footprint
and the fast acquisition time (0.4 s/frame) have made the use
of the system viable in a clinical setting. Fast acquisition re-
duces the system’s susceptibility to motion artifacts introduced
by the remote manipulation of the probe through a gastroscope as
well as the inherent motion of the patient due to respiration and
other involuntary processes. The ease of use allows the clinical
a /LCI system to be combined with standard surveillance biopsy
procedures for BE patients, without greatly increasing the time
required in the procedure room. This compatibility with cur-
rently existing procedures has allowed a pilot feasibility test to be
undertaken. BE patients undergoing endoscopic screening for
dysplasia were recruited for this test. Informed consent was
obtained from all patients. The experiment protocol was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In this section, we demonstrate
the in vivo application of the a /LCI technique with examples of
clinically obtained data.
5.1 Clinical Data Acquisition
In order to collect in vivo light-scattering information from
esophageal epithelium, the a/LCI fiber probe is fed by the endo-
scopist through the accessory channel of the gastroscope once it
has been deployed [Fig. 10(a)]. By manipulating the fiber probe
and flexible tip of the gastroscope as one would do with a set of
biopsy forceps, the clinician positions the probe tip in contact
with the tissue of interest and applies gentle pressure in order
to create a flat tissue surface from which to take measurements.
The tissue becomes stretched across the probe face, resulting in
consistent measurement geometry. While the clinician applies
pressure, multiple acquisitions are taken of the same biopsy site
by the clinical a/LCI device, after which the fiber probe is re-
moved from the accessory channel. Following withdrawal of
the a/LCI probe, a set of biopsy forceps are inserted into the
accessory channel and a standard biopsy is taken at the same
site of the optical biopsy, located by a transient depression in
the tissue from the pressure of the probe tip. For each patient,
this process is repeated at three to six clinically relevant biopsy
sites selected by the clinician. Following extraction, the biopsies
are fixed, stained, and analyzed by a pathologist to determine
a diagnosis for the tissue in question. Figure 10(b) shows the
image of one H&E stained biopsy from the squamocolumnar
junction.
5.2 Clinical Data Processing
Once acquired, the data are processed with an automatic a /LCI
processing script to determine the depth-resolved nuclear sizes
and densities for each tissue layer,29 corresponding to 50 μm in
physical depth. The starting depth is determined by analyzing
the depth profile, obtained by summing the data across all the









Fig. 10 In vivo data collection using the a/LCI fiber probe: (a) Endoscopic photograph of the a/LCI probe deployed in human esophagus, (b) light
microscopy image of H&E stained biopsy from the squamocolumnar junction, and (c) depth profiles obtained by summing across all angular channels
without (dashed line) and with (solid line) the presence of tissue. The gray lines indicate the depth bins for processing, and the gray bar estimates
the basal layer.
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Fig. 11 (a) Nuclear sizing and (b) density information for the clinical depth scan of normal squamocolumnar junction tissue (diamond) and BE tissue
(square). Gray area estimates the basal layer.
With no sample present (dashed line), the depth profile reveals
two peaks, one from the lens surface and the other from the
outer surface of the optical window. Both have a FWHM of
26 μm, which is the actual physical depth resolution achieved
with the probe after taking into account the effects of high-order
dispersion, field-flattening error, and interpixel averaging. The
50-μm bin size has been chosen to average over a larger tissue
volume.
The second surface of the optical window is used to deter-
mine the topmost surface of the sample and remains constant
throughout the remaining scans. Analysis is executed for the
first 500 μm of the tissue, which is consistent with the effective
depth range of the probe. This range is sufficient to capture the
entire epithelial layer of the tissue, including the diagnostically
relevant basal layer, which appears 200–300 μm into the epithe-
lium. Figure 10(c) also shows the depth profile obtained when
probing a tissue in vivo (solid line). The signal from the outer
surface of the optical window is not individually indentified due
to the contact with the tissue but its position can be determined
relative to the first surface.
5.3 Clinical Sizing Results
Figure 11(a) shows the nuclear sizing information obtained
from the clinical scan for the first 400 μm of tissue taken
from the same site in Fig. 10(b). The histopathological
diagnosis for this particular tissue biopsy indicates that the tissue
biopsy is from the squamocolumnar junction with no evidence of
intestinal metaplasia (Barrett’s esophagus) or dysplasia. Unique
sizing information is obtained from each depth layer of the tis-
sue, indicating the ability of the clinical a/LCI system to retrieve
depth-resolved in vivo morphological and optical information
from the tissue in question. We note that the pattern observed
of a decreasing nuclear size across the epithelial layer is sim-
ilar to that observed for squamous tissue in Ref. 29 , with the
reading at the basal layer (gray box), indicating a nuclear size
and density measurement consistent with the histopathological
diagnosis of a normal tissue type. For comparison, Fig. 11(a)
also shows the results for a biopsy diagnosed with nondysplas-
tic BE from the same patient, where the pattern of nuclear sizes
reaches a maximum between the surface and basal layers of the
epithelium, similar to that observed for gastric tissue in Ref. 29.
These depth-resolved sizing patterns are closely associated with
the pathological tissue conditions and can serve as a basis for
using the a /LCI probe for potential assessment of tissue health.
Further clinical studies will seek to better define the ability of
a /LCI to discriminate between tissue types. Figure 11(b) shows
the nuclear density information for these two biopsies.
6 Summary
In this paper, we demonstrate a Fourier-domain a /LCI system
suitable for in vivo clinical studies. The key technical advance
of this system is an endoscopic fiber probe, which is compat-
ible with the standard accessory channel of a gastroscope. We
demonstrate that this probe can be used to collect scattered light
from the in vivo human esophageal epithelium, which is ana-
lyzed to obtain depth-resolved structural information. Validation
experiments using tissue phantoms demonstrate accurate analy-
sis of scattering objects with subwavelength accuracy in multiple
depth-resolved layers. To enable clinical application, the fiber
probe features a long probe length and small probe diameter,
while the system includes a compact footprint and subsecond
data acquisition. The optical characteristics of the fiber probe
have been analyzed in detail and the results may provide use-
ful information for other LCI techniques that would incorporate
coherent fiber bundles. In vivo measurements from a clinical
testing in BE patients have been presented to demonstrate the
ability of a /LCI to obtain depth-resolved nuclear morphological
information and point the way to future clinical studies.
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